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Liam's Going
2002

this weekend liam s going away to college and his mother cathleen hogan williams is taking him there driving south along the hudson for liam impatience to arrive at
a new destination rubs against the anxiety of a future apart for cathleen the trip has a second purpose a long suppressed love affair she had before conceiving him
has resurfaced in a poem she is trying to write noah her husband endures the new separation at home until an elderly irish enchantress a client of his law practice
leads him to recalculate what he himself may have left behind in his youth for this couple married and alone liam s going ripples outward across the surface of their
marriage the melange of their intertwining memories

Trusting Liam
2015-06-09

from the new york times bestselling author of taking chances from ashes and stealing harper comes the new unforgettable adult romance molly mcadams fans have
been waiting for the sizzling story of a young woman who must place her trust in the one man who can break through her defenses a night they will always remember
a connection neither can deny a secret that could destroy it all when kennedy ryan moves to california she never expects to come face to face with liam taylor the
intriguing man who has haunted her thoughts for a year a man who led her to breaking every one of her rules for a single night of passion that ended up meaning
more than it was ever supposed to accustomed to disastrous experiences with men kennedy shields herself before he can break down more of the carefully built
control she s clung to for the last four years but every time she sees liam she feels her resolve weakening liam taylor has been asked to help socialize his boss s
nieces but what he thinks sounds more like a babysitting job ends up leading him to the only girl who ever slipped away before morning a girl he thought he d never
find again and now that she s within reach liam s determined to never let her go but when a secret from her past tests their relationship will they be able to cling to
the trust liam has worked so hard to build

Paris by the Book
2018-04-03

national bestseller a missing person a grieving family a curious clue a half finished manuscript set in paris once a week i chase men who are not my husband when
eccentric novelist robert eady abruptly vanishes he leaves behind his wife leah their daughters and hidden in an unexpected spot plane tickets to paris hoping to
uncover clues and her husband leah sets off for france with her girls upon their arrival she discovers an unfinished manuscript one robert had been writing without her
knowledge and that he had set in paris the eady girls follow the path of the manuscript to a small floundering english language bookstore whose weary proprietor is
eager to sell leah finds herself accepting the offer on the spot as the family settles into their new parisian life they trace the literary paths of some beloved parisian
classics including madeline and the red balloon hoping more clues arise but a series of startling discoveries forces leah to consider that she may not be ready for what
solving this mystery might do to her family and the paris she thought she knew charming haunting and triumphant paris by the book follows one woman s journey as
she writes her own story exploring the power of family and the magic that hides within the pages of a book

Liam's Lily
2018-06-19



when former navy seal liam o brian joins legendary securities he looks forward to being shipped somewhere exciting for his first mission with levi and his crew instead
he learns exotic and enormous aren t exactly synonymous when he stumbles upon the oversized pachyderms inhabiting his new backyard still conflicts are universal
and liam s troubles are only just beginning once he finds himself falling for a woman deeply rooted in her family s livelihood and problems go getter lilianna howell is a
biologist who believes all problems can be reduced to minor ones if only they re nipped in the bud early enough when her dad can no longer deal with the loss of his
son and his detachment threatens the elephant reserve lilianna steps into a much larger role handling the marketing and fundraising being close to her sister and her
husband once lilianna s fiancé forces her to struggle with distrust from that past experience and a growing attachment to a man who appears in her life like a dream
come true mammoth issues escalate as liam and lilianna team up to save the gentle giants their newfound love and their own lives military romance military mystery
and suspense action and adventure navy seal romance seal alpha hero romantic suspense mystery suspense light action romance hero strong female

When in Rome
2023-03-14

from nationally bestselling award winning author liam callanan the story of an opportunity to start over at midlife a chance to save a struggling convent in the eternal
city and the dramatic re emergence of an old flame meet claire fifty two desperate to do something new and get a fresh start enter the chance to go to rome home to
a struggling convent facing a precipitous end the city beckons claire who s long had a complicated relationship with religion including a missed connection with
convent life in her teens once in rome she finds a group of funny fearless nuns in a gorgeous villa beautiful runs throughout a color saturated city and a chance to
reflect it all leads her to an unexpected question should she join the convent and an answer that startles her as much as it does those closest to her it also startles
marcus a once buzzy actor devastatingly handsome who is eternally in love with claire marcus has come and gone from claire s life since college but now reappears in
rome just as she s about to decide what s next as claire searches for her higher calling she finds the key to her future may lay in her past and involves an actual key
the nuns swear it unlocks nothing but on a night when choices and voices swirl claire finds a long hidden lock a look at faith in oneself as much as a higher power and
love romantic and familial lost and found this is the thoroughly charming story of one woman who sets out to rewrite her past and future only to be surprised by the
plot twists life plants when in rome

Liam & Gwen - Entirely Yours: A Romance Novel
2018-10-15

if you are only going to read one book this year this should be it gwen and liam s story will leave you wanting more with the demons of her past resurfacing gwyneth
is forced to start over at 21 she moves to a small town on the west coast but when her heart leads her into the arms of detective liam adair she is faced with countless
questions about her past a past she was made to run from will liam s inquisitive nature cause an irreparable distance between them will his new case unknowingly
open up what gwen has been hiding lastly will she survive the impending arrival of the one man who has never forgotten her find out in this riveting and sexy
romance about finding love second chances and life s unforgettable journey

Liam's Story
2021-01-20

curious about the family of her eccentric great grandmother artist zoe clifford is keen to discover the truth the quest leads her to york and an unexpected meeting
with a distant relative sea captain stephen elliott still smarting from his recent divorce at first stephen is reluctant to be involved but an old travelling trunk full of
letters and memorabilia prompts him to contact zoe again intrigued by a ww1 diary written by liam elliott stephen finds it raises more questions than answers but as
he and zoe continue to search for the story behind it zoe wonders about georgina duncannon who was she and what was she to liam time slips into the past to a



peaceful family gathering in the summer of 1913 and a shocking revelation as the secrets of two generations of star crossed lovers come to light the story moves from
york to australia and from gallipoli to the somme revealing the seductive power of a piercing impossible affair drawn into their own passionate affair stephen and zoe
are besieged by doubt and as stephen joins a ship bound for the war torn middle east both are faced with disturbing parallels between then and now while stephen
navigates dangerous waters zoe alone in london is discovering the agony of distance love and loss liam s haunting presence touches them both but it takes a near
tragedy to make the message clear only in the present can the past be healed a thoroughly satisfying historical novel that bridges the decades with grace and skill
kirkus reviews a splendid piece of storytelling about the loss of innocence and a love which endures publishing news liam s story is really two beautifully crafted
stories set in two different periods of time linked by a family mystery the solving of which takes us to many places both geographically and emotionally we meet many
family members of both eras and get to know the characters well in at least two gut wrenching scenes i cried my heart out elizabeth sandeman gay reviewer

Garcia's Heart
2009-02-03

in liam durcan s searing debut novel garcia s heart neurologist patrick lazerenko travels to the hague to witness the war crimes trial of his mentor hernan garcía a
honduran doctor accused of involvement in torture discovered in montreal years later garcía has been extradited to the famous criminal court supported only by his
family and an advocacy group whose motives seem questionable at best at the trial patrick encounters the ambitious journalist who has built her career on the case
she is convinced that patrick knows more than he is admitting and won t stop until she finds out what it is the defense attorney has his own ideas for patrick as well
hoping to persuade him to use his latest neurological research to vindicate garcía the only one who has asked nothing of patrick is garcía himself after entering a plea
of not guilty garcía has refused to say a word to anyone as garcía s supposed crimes are revealed patrick wrestles with what truth there may be behind the
accusations haunted as he is by his own youthful memories of the man and his family he must also contend with seeing garcía s daughter celia his former lover their
relationship ended years before but he is consumed by his memories of his love for her but it isn t until garcía s shocking intentions come to light that patrick begins
to realize that however sophisticated his knowledge of the brain may be it will take more for him to understand the human heart

Liam's Daughter
1963

a contemporary romance of new beginnings life and love gwyneth has her life turned upside down the day after her 21st birthday when she is told the visions of her
past she had been made to believe were merely nightmares are actually her reality now those demons are threatening to take away all she has worked so hard to
attain when she is sent away to start over two years later her past forgotten gwen batin is now looking for that final piece of personal fulfillment love detective liam
adair may be the answer but will his inquisitive nature cause an irreparable distance between them will his new case unknowingly open up what gwen has been hiding
lastly will she survive the impending arrival of the one man who has never forgotten her

The Adair Series
2019-01-24

this study of liam o flaherty s novels seeks to relate the novels to a way of life that is now almost defunct o flaherty inherited a tradition that reached deep into the
gaelic way of life its folklore myths legends and superstitions in his novels he transmits a sense of the life there which is unmatched as an imaginative portrayal of the
contradictions and disharmonies that have both enriched and impoverished our culture and society



The Life and Death of Liam Faulds
1984-01-01

the next man on a mission hero safeguards his charge until she reaches the witness stand and his heart caterina cate mateja is prepping her testimony against the
crime kingpin who enslaved her when his henchmen open fire in the courthouse narrowly missing her us diplomatic security service agent liam jones dodges bullets to
get her to safety and yet the gorgeous man seems to want nothing to do with cate s case or her it s not liam s job to protect cate but after he discovers everything
she s been through he makes it his personal mission to ensure she ll have her day on the witness stand staying by her side 24 7 may mean opening his heart to a
woman who s unable to offer hers

The Novels of Liam O'Flaherty
1976

when it comes to men jillian nichols isn t looking for anything more than a good time so after her latest conquest sticks around to make her breakfast she realizes she
might have brought home trouble sexy scot liam mcavoy isn t interested in being another notch on her bedpost he wants her and he s determined to discover why
she s hell bent on keeping him at a distance but when jillian s tragic secret is revealed it s up to liam to prove love might be the greatest catch of all

Liam's Witness Protection
2015-10-01

this collection of luminously evocative stories brings back into print liam davison s highly acclaimed the shipwreck p arty and includes a satisfying range of more
recently commissioned pieces on landscape first love and his daughter internationally published and the recipient of several awards including the banjo award for
fiction davison s stories share a concern for the place of the individual in history and in landscape and show an awareness of our essential vulnerability

Catching Liam
2015

this is the part 1 of begin again eden mcbride spent her whole life colouring within the lines but when her fiancé dumps her one month before their wedding eden is
done following the rules a hot rebound is exactly what the doctor recommends for her broken heart no not really but it s what eden needs liam anderson the heir to
the biggest logistics company in rock union is the perfect rebound guy dubbed the three months prince by the tabloids because he s never with the same girl longer
than three months liam s had his fair share of one night stands and doesn t expect eden to be anything more than a hookup liam is irritated but oddly intrigued when
he wakes up and finds her gone along with his favourite denim shirt no woman has ever left his bed willingly or stolen from him eden has done both he needs to find
her and make her account but in a city with more than five million people finding one person is as impossible as winning the lottery until fate brings them together
again two years later eden is no longer the naive girl she was when she jumped into liam s bed she now has a secret to protect at all costs liam is determined to get
everything eden stole from him and it s not just his shirt



Collected Stories
2001

the first novel to be banned in ireland the house of gold is a rare perspective on the irish at a major turning point in their history the house of gold in a turbulent post
civil war town in the west of ireland where the old ascendancy has been replaced by a corrupt native elite headed by the avaricious ramon mor costello and his
clerical accomplices his exotically beautiful wife is the catalyst for a series of violent events that lead to an unexpected climax greed priestly lusts sexual frustration
alcoholism and murder are themes woven together in this compelling tale by liam o flaherty one of ireland s most acclaimed writers

Begin Again
2022-12-24

may and otto barnes have a perfect life she an engineer he a freelance artist new friends in a new town and a bright 8 year old boy but their world is shattered when
their son is wounded in a school shooting and his best friend killed and while liam fights for life hoaxers begin to harass otto trying to force him to admit the shooting
never happened desperate to stop them otto tries to track down the lead hoaxer a mysterious hard to find woman named kate intercut with otto s drawings texts and
letters from hoaxers and benevolent nuns and interactions with doctors nurses and detective sawyer liam s fight for life and otto s quest wind to a stunning conclusion

The House of Gold
2013-05-13

from the 1 new york times bestselling author of the four winds angel falls is a tearjerker about the triumphs of family detroit free press when mikaela campbell
beloved wife and mother falls into a coma it is up to her husband liam to hold the family together and care for their grieving frightened children doctors tell liam not to
expect a recovery but he believes that love can accomplish what medical science cannot daily he sits at mikaela s bedside telling her stories of the precious life they
have built together hoping against hope that she will wake up but then he discovers evidence of his wife s secret past a first marriage to movie star julian true
desperate to bring mikaela back at any cost liam knows that he must turn to julian for help but will that choice cost liam his wife his family and everything he holds
dear one of kristin hannah s most moving novels angel falls is a poignant and unforgettable portrait of marriage and commitment of an ordinary man who dares to risk
everything in the name of love

The Book of Otto and Liam
2021

the story of gypo nolan an irish revolutionary who betrays his friend

Angel Falls
2010-06-23

the acclaimed author of the cloud atlas returns with a wondrous second novel set in a small beachfront catholic high school narrated by a beautifully complex heroine



theology teacher emily hamilton all saints is at once a mystery a love story and a powerful rumination on secrets temptation and faith by life s midpoint emily has
seen three husbands dozens of friends and hundreds of students come and go and now her classroom long her refuge is proving to be anything but though her
popular occasionally irreverent church history course is rich with stories of long dead saints emily uneasily discovers that it s her own tumultuous life that fascinates
certain students most she in turn finds herself drawn into their world their secrets and the fateful choices they make a novel of mystery and illumination calling and
choice all saints explores lives lived in a fragile sanctuary from emily and her many saints to a priest facing his own mortality and a teenager tormented by desire told
with grace and compassion this is a spellbinding novel of provocative storytelling

The Informer
1999

when a high powered gallery owner collides with a wildly offbeat artist it s the perfect recipe for disaster but in her 63rd bestselling novel danielle steel proves that
when two hopelessly mismatched people share a love for art a passion for each other and a city like paris nothing is truly impossible or is it everything sasha does is
within the boundaries of tradition liam is sockless in december sasha is widowed a woman who knows she was lucky enough to be married to the most wonderful man
in the world and thankful for every moment they had liam is half in and half out of a marriage that only a wacky artist could manage and that his own impossibly
impulsive behavior has helped tear apart but while sasha has been methodically building her father s parisian art gallery into an intercontinental success story liam
has been growing into one of the most original and striking young painters of his time so while the two are utterly unalike and a nine year age difference stares them
squarely in the face the miracle of art brings them crashing together now the question is can sasha guard her reputation while juggling a secret somewhat scandalous
relationship and how can liam who lives for the moment put up with a woman who insists on having things her own way in her own style and at her own time for sasha
it s a matter of keeping liam hidden from her grown children and well heeled clientele as she commutes between new york and paris and two thriving galleries for liam
it s about creating chaos out of order bringing out the wild streak that sasha barely knows she has of choosing pizza over foie gras and making love when others are
busy making money that is until a family tragedy suddenly alters liam s life and forces a choice and a sacrifice that neither one of them could have expected but from
the snow falling on the tuileries to the joy of eating ice cream by candlelight the artist and the art dealer have tasted perfection and giving up now might just be the
most impossible thing of all with unerring insight into the hearts of men and women and into the soul of the artist danielle steel takes us into a world of glamour and
genius priceless art and dazzling creativity from the luxurious galleries of europe to the endless beaches of the hamptons impossible weaves an extraordinary tale of
love and compromise of taking chances and counting blessings with brilliant color and breathtaking emotion danielle steel has written her most compelling novel to
date

All Saints
2007-02-27

liam carroll s debut novel slippery shines a blowtorch on the fundamental truths of the finance industry and the hedonistic world of the expatriate lifestyle in southeast
asia flynn james a young man from the sydney beachside suburb of manly previously content to live his life as a physiotherapist and surfer on australia s east coast is
awakened to the big bonuses on offer in the trading game he abandons health sciences embraces the greed is good mantra and manages to flare past thousands of
candidates in a geneva simulation trading day exercise ushered through the shady doors of a fiercely private swiss commodities trading company and set on the path
to oil trading superstardom based in singapore and shanghai flynn learns the ropes of commodities dealing at breakneck haste with the arrival of his first seven figure
bonus the glossy veneer of his overpaid world crumbles setting the stage for a shattering finale much more than another mere exposé on the world of trading slippery
is an adventure thriller it explores the gritty realities of successful commerce in the corporate maelstrom of southeast asia the inevitable moral compass decimation
when you place money above all else and is done so with a side splitting bitter self loathing terminal awareness you won t be able to put it down



The Novels of Liam O'Flaherty
1976

from ronald h balson author of once we were brothers saving sophie is the powerful story of the lengths a father will go through to protect his daughter and an action
packed thriller that will take you on an unforgettable journey of murder and deception testing the bonds of family and love jack sommers was just an ordinary
accountant from chicago that is until his wife passed away his young daughter was kidnapped and he became the main suspect in an 88 million dollar embezzlement
case now jack is on the run hoping to avoid the feds long enough to rescue his daughter sophie from her maternal grandfather a suspected terrorist in palestine with
the help of the investigative team who first appeared in once we were brothers liam and catherine and a new cia operative a secret mission is launched to not only
rescue sophie but also to thwart a major terrorist attack in hebron but will being caught in the crossfires of the palestine israeli conflict keep their team from
accomplishing the task at hand or can they overcome the odds and save countless lives including their own

Impossible
2009-02-25

a page turning sci fi adventure set in 1953 featuring a clever girl who against all odds must outsmart bullies the fbi and alien invaders during the height of the
communist red scare the new york times book review calls red scare a masterly graphic novel debut tightly wrought intense unpredictable breathtaking action
sequences pacing is remarkable a virtuosic performance red scare is a brilliant fast paced adventure action history and a tiny bit of fantasy collide in eye popping
panels loaded with heart max brallier 1 new york times bestselling author of the last kids on earth series peggy is scared she s struggling to recover from polio and
needs crutches to walk and she and her neighbors are worried about the rumors of communist spies doing bad things on top of all that peggy has a hard time at
school and gets taunted by her classmates when she finds a mysterious artifact that gives her the ability to fly she thinks it s the solution to all her problems but if
peggy wants to keep it she ll have to overcome bullies outsmart fbi agents and escape from some very strange spies

Slippery
2015-05-26

witty original inventive utterly compelling daily mail winner of the man booker prize the nine surviving children of the hegarty clan gather in dublin for the wake of
their wayward brother liam it wasn t the drink that killed him although that certainly helped it was what happened to him as a boy in his grandmother s house in the
winter of 1968 the gathering is a novel about love and disappointment about thwarted lust and limitless desire and how our fate is written in the body not in the stars
it is clearly the product of a remarkable intelligence combined with a gift for observation and deduction a l kennedy guardian

Saving Sophie
2015-09-15

fifteen year old regan s life which has always revolved around keeping her older brother liam s transsexuality a secret changes when liam decides to start the process
of transitioning by first telling his family and friends that he is a girl who was born in a boy s body



Red Scare: A Graphic Novel
2022-05-03

john coy turns to the high stakes world of high school basketball in this fast paced ya novel now in paperback with new cover art sophomore liam bergstrom just
joined the varsity basketball team his teammates made varsity because they re good liam s here because he s tall and coach needs a guy who can grab rebounds it s
the chance liam s been waiting for but already he s playing catch up the other guys know what coach expects and they re willing to do things coach s way no matter
what so when liam questions the team s practice of praying together before games he s suddenly the odd man out now liam has to find the guts to stand up for what
he believes in and take his game to a whole new level

The Gathering
2010-12-14

returning from the harrowing battlefields of the first world war s western front two british soldiers one irish and the other english discover that the bonds forged in the
crucible of war can withstand even the tumultuous conflict between their two nations as they find themselves drawn into opposing sides during the irish war of
independence both become entangled in intelligence operations for their respective causes amidst this newfound turmoil each seeks solace in reclaiming their lives
after years in the pitiless trenches of flanders their paths diverge yet both separately enjoy the normalcy of affectionate relationships and the simple charms of living
in a small town in cork nestled among ireland s picturesque rivers valleys and rolling hills within the narrative s backdrop lies a time of transition wrought primarily by
the cataclysmic impact of the great war duty demands an inhuman response but amidst this struggle the characters navigate the intricate tapestry of human
connections although a work of fiction this book intertwines with real historical events offering a compelling exploration of the resilience of the human spirit against
the backdrop of a transformative era

Luna
2005

there remains at work in both britain and america a group of literary journalists and academics committed to the evaluative criticism of fiction to a criticism that
approaches novels as novels the good of the novel is a collection of specially commissioned essays edited by ray ryan and liam mcilvanney on the contemporary
anglophone novel bringing together some of the most strenuous and perceptive critics of the present moment and putting them in contact with some of the finest
novels of the past three decades it examines what the novel does and what kinds of truth the novel can tell what is it that the novel knows what is it about the
language used in a novel that creates a world different from that of drama or poetry and how does a particular novel emplify this these questions can be answered by
the careful examination of particular great works by strong evaluative critics robert macfarlane on hollinghurst s the line of beauty tessa hadley examining coetzee s
disgrace and ian sansom on roth s american pastoral just some of the essays that are to be found in this insightful intelligent and illuminating book

Box Out
2010-02-01

wiley o wary is a chef from ireland standing in a boston pub his divorce papers are on one dartboard and a map of america is on the other he closes his eyes throws
the dart at the map and the adventure is on yet no matter how far from donegal he wanders his tangle irish roots are right behind him with an irishman s perspective



a chef s perseverance guinness jameson and a collection of misfits wiley tackles life love and the demons that haunt him belly up to a book where every pint is full
every storm cloud has a rainbow and life s lessons are taught by cooks rogues and ramblers by the end you ll be pumping a fist raising a glass and wiping a tear wiley
o wary is sparks meets the pogues with bourdain riding shotgun

Transition
2023-10-13

ruthless people 1 the book that started it all one marriage two bosses 3x the chaos to the outside world they look like american royalty giving to charities feeding the
homeless and rebuilding the city but behind closed doors is a constant battle for dominance between two bosses cultures and hearts ruthless people is a romantic
crime fiction set in modern day chicago and follows the life and marriage of melody giovanni and liam callahan rivals by blood and leaders through fear theirs is an
arranged marriage with the goal of ending years of bloodshed between the irish and the italians liam assumes he s getting a simple minded wife one he can control
one who bends to his every need he ll soon find out that his wife to be does not fit that mold melody knows exactly what type of man liam is and would rather die than
give up the power she has spent her life earning the mafia of the past has evolved and with rival bosses gunning for their family melody and liam will have to learn to
work as one to take down those who stand in their way check out more thrilling titles in the ruthless people series ruthless people 1 one marriage two bosses 3x the
chaos the untouchables 2 one secret multiple casualties american savages 3 villains by choice a bloody kingdom 4 after the battle sharpen your knives declan
coraline prequel novella that takes place 2 years before ruthless people you don t find love it finds you and look for the ruthless people spinoff children of vice out 5
17 17 from the ruthless vice shall rise

The Good of the Novel
2011-04-01

in 1920s dublin 49 year old mr gilhooley is a bachelor slowly going to seed he lives two lives the one drinking with the lads in the pubs the other lonely and longing for
love death violence sex and love intertwine and weave together in this novel

Wiley O'Wary
2020-05-29

three new york times bestselling thrillers take ira gunman liam devlin from wwii to the cold war to a terrorist plot in northern ireland in the eagle has landed the
inspiration for the film starring donald sutherland an audacious nazi plan to kidnap winston churchill threatens to tip the scales of world war ii in november 1943 an
elite team of nazi paratroopers descends on british soil with a diabolical goal abduct winston churchill and cripple the allied war effort the mission ordered by hitler
himself and planned by heinrich himmler is led by ace agent kurt steiner and aided on the ground by ira gunman liam devlin as the deadly duo executes hitler s
harrowing plot only the quiet town of studley constable stands in their way its residents including a beautiful widow are the lone souls aware of the impending nazi
plan and they must become the most unlikely of heroes as the fate of the war hangs in the balance in touch the devil in the shadow of the cold war two rugged ira
veterans must crush a ruthless mercenary before his deadly scheme can bring europe to its knees terrorist for hire frank barry has been wreaking havoc in germany
and france with backing from the kgb but his next mission might be his deadliest barry plans to steal a state of the art missile and sell it to the highest bidder only
barry s longtime rivals retired ira gunman liam devlin and his ally martin brosnan can prevent the missile from falling into the wrong hands but first devlin must stage
a thrilling jailbreak to free brosnan before the men set off on a gripping race against the clock to eliminate barry and end his reign of terror in confessional a rogue
terrorist in northern ireland prepares for his final deadly strike trained by the kgb the assassin known as cuchulain has cut a path of violence throughout the region for
over two decades leaving a trail of bodies in his wake now he has set his audacious sights on his highest profile target yet the pope desperate to stop the terrorist



british intelligence enlists an enemy irish gunman liam devlin to accomplish what they never could he must put an end to cuchulain once and for all jack higgins is
without a doubt the master tom clancy of well crafted world war ii espionage thrillers these three novels featuring liam devlin are required reading for lovers of
intrigue action suspense and adventure

Ruthless People
2014-07-14

from new york times bestselling author bryan reardon comes a tense twisting story about two brothers locked together in a dangerous game and an unforgettable tale
of a family s dark secrets liam brennan teeters on the edge early one morning he snaps kidnapping a young woman who works for drew brennan liam s older brother
and the upstart candidate in a heated election this sudden vicious attack appears to be the beginning of an unthinkable spiral but when it comes to the brennan
brothers nothing is what it seems to the rest of the world liam is the troubled problem child who grew up to be his brother s enforcer while drew has always been the
perfect son and a charismatic leader who has his sights set on the governor s mansion with his charming and beautiful wife patsy by his side now as liam tries to stay
one step ahead of the authorities and his brother every passing minute provides a deeper glimpse into the brothers past long hidden behind a picture perfect
suburban veneer with the threat of the truth surfacing liam and drew are driven toward one final desperate act

Mr. Gilhooley
1997-02

when liam o reilly insisted on being a part oflaura s world again her first instinct was to turnhim down it wasn t that she didn t find himattractive but in the time they d
been apart laurahad married had a baby and been widowed shewas older and wiser now what really bothered her was that if liam hadstayed all those years ago he
would have foundout something laura now felt compelled to keepa secret from him he had a son

The Liam Devlin Novels
2016-06-28

portrays the efforts of the killmartin family of tenant farmers to survive the hardships of the irish famine of the 1840s

The Perfect Plan
2019-06-18

with the tragedy of easter 1916 behind them and spurred on by the euphoria born of england s willingness to confer after months of bitter warfare irish republicans
sense they are finally on the verge of trimuph over their centuries old foe ireland s freedom is just around the corner or so it seems but almost overnight the green
hills of ireland turn red again blood red as the bitter residue of anglo irish politics unexpectedly erupts into unholy civil war the repercussions of which are destined to
sully the dream of irish unity for years to come this work of historical fiction continues the chronicle of aran roe o neill a fictional irishman and his tenacious comrades
both real and imaginary together they reluctantly renew their struggle for ireland s long denied independence from england their action is triggered by the divisive
treaty dublin s fledgling government negotiates with members of london s parliamentary leadership



Liam's Secret Son
2010-07-17

a society wedding interrupted by deadly violence sends the bride into hiding in this romantic thriller by two new york times bestselling authors rory abernathy s
wedding to liam bastian was supposed to be the event of the season instead it was a bloodbath rory fled after stabbing a masked intruder just before a gunman
opened fire on the wedding party five years on rory still has no idea who was behind the attacks fearful she and her daughter remain targets she s made a new life far
from liam and the wealthy powerful bastians but even in remote point roberts washington rory can t hide from the past liam tracks her down stunned to learn they
have a child did someone in rory s family try to kill him for his portion of the bastian estate as they gradually overcome distrust in search of the truth rory knows one
thing for certain someone is watching her time has passed but the killer s need for vengeance hasn t and as a nightmare stirs to life again rory will find that this time
there s nowhere left to run

Famine
1937

Blood on the Shamrock
2006

One Last Breath
2018-04-24
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